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1. Introduction

The Cellular Neural Network (CNN) is a network of sim-
ple analog cells that have local interactions with each other
in a defined neighborhood. These interactions are defined
by templates which control input, output, as well as a
threshold value. The behavior of the network as a whole
depends largely on the propagation phenomenon and the
value of these templates. Results differ greatly with the
neighborhood size: the 5x5 neighborhood brings noise to
the output while the 3x3 neighborhood lacks in precision.
Past researches investigated methods to bring the best of
two neighborhood sizes by allowing each cell of the CNN
to switch between 3x3 and 5x5 templates, using its out-
put voltage to decide if it should switch. In this study,
we propose a new switching method using the Memristor
CNN (M-CNN) and switching depending on the value of
the memristance state.

2. Proposed Method

We use the M-CNN which behavior is described by the
following set of co-dependent Ordinary Differential Equa-
tions (ODE):
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We set the α and β parameters so that β/α > 1015, re-
sulting in bistable-like memristors with fast, step-function-
like switching characteristics between their low memris-
tance state xon and their high memristance state xoff [1].
Inspired by the center-cell method investigated in previous
researches [2], we define a 7x7 neighborhood around a cell
and follow the next steps:

Step 1: In the neighborhood, find the average memris-
tance state xavg (either xon or xoff ).

Step 2: Determine the center cell memristance state xm

Step 3: If xm = xavg, then switch to the 3x3 template. In
the other case, switch to the 5x5 template.

We apply these steps for every cell of the M-CNN and repeat
them every 0.005τ .

3. Simulation Result

In this study, we tried to assess the result precision of
the new M-CNN template switching compared to the orig-
inal center cell switching method, and to the original 5x5
neighborhood methods, on the field of edge detection. As
can be seen on Fig. 1, the new method brings more detail
compared to all previous methods.
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Figure 1: Simulation results. (a) Input image. (b) Simple 5x5

Edge detection template. (c) Edge detection using the original

center cell method. (d) Voltage output simulation result of the

proposed method.

4. Conclusion

In this study we have proposed and demonstrated the
abilities of a new method for template switching inside
the CNN, using the sharp switching characteristics of the
bistable-like Memristor to bring more details to the output.
Future works include focusing on different image analysis
templates, as well as understanding the impact of other
Memristor parameters to the output result.
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